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ABSTRACT

Introduction: In humans, spleen is one of the largest and single secondary lymphoid organs with high vascularity. The spleen develops from the mesoderm and during its development, different lobules are formed, which fuses with each other later on which is indicated in the form of the lobulations in adult spleen that can be seen on the superior as well as on the inferior borders.

Materials and methods: The study was done in the department of Anatomy, Subbaiah Institute of Medical Sciences, Shimoga in association with Government Vellore Medical College, Vellore. A total of 60 adult human cadaveric spleens were studied. Splenic notches and fissures were studied with regard to its different borders. The data obtained was tabulated, analysed statistically and compared with the previous studies.

Results: Out of the 60 spleens observed, 42 (70%) spleen showed notches on the superior border, 6 (10%) spleen showed notches on the inferior border. 12 (20%) spleen did not show any notches on both superior and inferior border. The number of splenic notches on the superior border varied between 1 and 6. But the majority of the spleens showed notches that varied between 1 and 3 on the superior border. Fissures along the superior border were observed in 3 specimens.

Conclusion: Splenomegaly is common in case of malaria, calazar, typhoid, acute and chronic leukemias. In these common cases, the physician feels the notches of spleen on the superior border. It is essential for the surgeons and radiologists to become completely aware of anatomical variations that may help in accurate clinical diagnosis and treatment of the disease.
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between the leaflets of dorsal mesogastrium and the cells of the coelomic epithelium of the dorsal mesentery form the early spleen [2,5-14]. The proliferating cells invade the underlying angiogenetic mesenchyme, which becomes condensed and vascularized. The process occurs simultaneously in several adjoining areas which soon fuse to form a lobulated spleen. Lymphocytes migrate to the spleen late in the fetal life, from the central lymph organs. The earlier lobulated structure of the spleen disappears, but is indicated by the presence of notches on the superior border in the adult [2,3,6,7,14]. The embryological basis for the presence of notches on the superior margin is the improper fusion of the splenic nodules along this margin during development.

The number of notches varies from zero to six, but commonly, only one or two notches are seen. The superior border of the spleen possesses characteristic notch on its anterior part [2-4]. Normally spleen is not palpable, but if it is enlarged two or three times of its normal size then it is palpable. Usually abnormally enlarged spleen is identified by palpating the splenic notches. When spleen is enlarged, it enlarges towards the umbilicus and right iliac fossa.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was done in the department of Anatomy, Subbaiah Institute of Medical Sciences, Shimoga in association with Government Vellore Medical College, Vellore. A total of 60 adult human cadaveric spleens were studied. Splenic notches and fissures were studied with regard to its different borders. The data obtained was tabulated, analysed statistically and compared with the previous studies.

RESULTS
Out of the 60 spleens observed, 42 (70%) spleen showed notches on the superior border, 6 (10%) spleen showed notches on the inferior border. 12 (20%) spleen did not show any notches on both superior and inferior border. The number of splenic notches on the superior border varied between 1 and 6 (Fig:1). But the majority of the spleens showed notches that varied between 1 and 3 on the superior border. Fissures along the superior border were observed in 3 specimens. A deep fissure extending from the superior to inferior border was seen (Fig:2). Our observations are tabulated in table 1. The study was compared with the previous studies and correlated.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, out of the 60 spleens observed, 42 (70%) spleen showed notches on the superior border, 6 (10%) spleen showed notches on the inferior border. 12 (20%) spleen did not show any notches on both superior and inferior border. The number of splenic notches on the superior border varied between 1 and 6 (Fig:1). Majority of the spleens showed notches that varied between 1 and 3 on the superior border. Fissures along the superior border were observed in 3 specimens. A deep fissure extending from the superior to inferior border was seen (Fig: 2). The study was compared and corelated with the previous studies as shown in Table 2 & 3.
Morphologically, the notches along the borders of spleen are variable in different animals. The spleen in carnivores is large with notch on all the borders whereas spleen is less notched in anthropoids [6]. Ox, goat, sheep, and horse have been found to display no notches whereas cat, dog, lion, wild dog, fox, ordinary seal have notches on all the borders [3-6]. Gayer et al. in their computed tomographic study on congenital anomalies of spleen noted that occasionally the notches or clefts on the superior border of the adult spleen were sharp and extended deep up to 2—3 cm [11]. The fissure on the diaphragmatic and visceral surface in one of our specimens may mimic an injury & erroneously interpreted as a laceration in abdominal trauma patients during radiological investigation [6,8].

Spleen is a very important organ because of its function in relation to immunological and cytological activity especially with regard to its RBC storage and blood filtration potential [12]. Splenomegaly is common in case of malaria, kalazar, typhoid, acute and chronic leukemias. An enlarged spleen can be clinically detected in the left hypochondriac region of the abdomen through palpation. The notch on its anterior border aids in identifying the spleen and differentiating it from other abdominal organs [4,15]. If splenomegaly occurs in unnotched spleens, surgeons may misdiagnose it as renal swelling on left coastal margin. In the case of tumour of left kidney, the kidney is identified by its rounded border whereas the sharp anterior edge of the spleen is often notched [4,8].

Hence, an accurate knowledge about the morphological variations of spleen is becomes...
obligatory. Furthermore, the spleen with many notches along its surface is categorized as a distributed type with a large hilum, in which the arterial branches are small and numerous [3,7,13]. This knowledge is of utmost importance in the management of haemorrhage in case of splenic rupture and during partial splenectomy where all these branches need to be carefully ligated.

Although traditional anatomical literature has invariably reported that the spleen has only one or two main notches, some authors have maintained that the number of notches may vary from one to six [15,16]. More recently Gandhi et al (2013) described a case where one spleen had seven notches and Thanya I. Pathirana et.al (2016) reported 9 notches.

CONCLUSION

The splenic notch, along the superior border of the spleen, is the most reliable feature used by the physicians in everyday clinical practice to palpate the enlarged spleen and distinguish it from adjoining organs. Variation in the number and location of notches may interfere in the manual and radiological identification of spleen.

In this era of imaging and minimally-invasive approaches, it is imperative on the part of both the radiologists and operating surgeons to have a thorough knowledge of the anatomy and the commonly-occurring variations in this organ. Accurate knowledge of anatomical variations is of vital importance for clinicians, surgeons & radiologists to improve diagnostic and therapeutic outcomes. Nevertheless, this knowledge is very important for anatomists during their routine classroom dissections.
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